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Rwanda is spectacular to behold. Throughout its
center, a winding succession of steep, tightly terraced
slopes radiates out from small roadside settlements and
solitary compounds. Gashes of red clay and black
loam mark fresh hoe work; eucalyptus trees flash
silver against brilliant green tea plantations; banana
trees are everywhere. On the theme of hills, Rwanda
produces countless variations: jagged rain forests,
round-shouldered buttes, undulating moors, broad
swells of savanna, volcanic peaks sharp as filed teeth.
During the rainy season, the clouds are huge and low
and fast, mists cling in highland hollows, lightning
flickers through the nights, and by day the land is
lustrous. After the rains, the skies lift, the terrain takes
on a ragged look beneath the flat unvarying haze of
the dry season, and in the savannas of the Akagera
Park wildfire blackens the hills.
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Park wildfire blackens the hills.

One day, when I was returning to Kigali from the
south, the car mounted a rise between two winding
valleys, the windshield filled with purple-bellied
clouds, and I asked Joseph, the man who was giving
me a ride, whether Rwandans realize what a beautiful
country they have. "Beautiful?" he said. "You think
so? After the things that happened here? The people
aren't good. If the people were good, the country might
be OK." Joseph told me that his brother and sister had
been killed, and he made a soft hissing click with his
tongue against his teeth. "The country is empty," he
said. "Empty! "

It was not just the dead who were missing. The
genocide had been brought to a halt by the Rwandese
Patriotic Front, a rebel army led by Tutsi refugees
from past persecutions, and as the RPF advanced
through the country in the summer of 1994, some two
million Hutus had fled into exile at the behest of the
same leaders who had urged them to kill. Yet except
in some rural areas in the south, where the desertion of
Hutus had left nothing but bush to reclaim the fields
around crumbling adobe houses, I, as a newcomer,
could not see the emptiness that blinded Joseph to
Rwanda's beauty. Yes, there were grenade-flattened
buildings, burnt homesteads, shot-up facades, and
mortar-pitted roads. But these were the ravages of war,
not of genocide, and by the summer of 1995, most of
the dead had been buried. Fifteen months earlier,
Rwanda had been the most densely populated country
in Africa. Now the work of the killers looked just as
they had intended: invisible.

From time to time, mass graves were discovered and
excavated, and the remains would be transferred to
new, properly consecrated mass graves. Yet even the
occasionally exposed bones, the conspicuous number
of amputees and people with deforming scars, and the
superabundance of packed orphanages could not be
taken as evidence that what had happened to Rwanda
was an attempt to eliminate a people. There were only
people's stories.

"Every survivor wonders why he is alive," Abbé
Modeste, a priest at the cathedral in Butare, Rwanda's
second-largest city, told me. Abbé Modeste had
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hidden for weeks in his sacristy, eating communion
wafers, before moving under the desk in his study, and
finally into the rafters at the home of some
neighboring nuns. The obvious explanation of his
survival was that the RPF had come to the rescue. But
the RPF didn't reach Butare till early July, and roughly
seventy-five percent of the Tutsis in Rwanda had been
killed by early May. In this regard, at least, the
genocide had been entirely successful: to those who
were targeted, it was not death but life that seemed an
accident of fate.

"I had eighteen people killed at my house," said
Etienne Niyonzima, a former businessman who had
become a deputy in the National Assembly.
"Everything was totally destroyed -- a place of fifty-
five meters by fifty meters. In my neighborhood they
killed six hundred and forty-seven people. They
tortured them, too. You had to see how they killed
them. They had the number of everyone's house, and
they went through with red paint and marked the
homes of all the Tutsis and of the Hutu moderates. My
wife was at a friend's, shot with two bullets. She is still
alive, only" -- he fell quiet for a moment -- "she has
no arms. The others with her were killed. The militia
left her for dead. Her whole family of sixty-five in
Gitarama were killed." Niyonzima was in hiding at the
time. Only after he had been separated from his wife
for three months did he learn that she and four of their
children had survived. "Well," he said, "one son was
cut in the head with a machete. I don't know where he
went." His voice weakened, and caught. "He
disappeared." Niyonzima clicked his tongue, and said,
"But the others are still alive. Quite honestly, I don't
understand at all how I was saved."

Laurent Nkongoli attributed his survival to
"Providence, and also good neighbors, an old woman
who said, 'Run away, we don't want to see your
corpse.'" Nkongoli, a lawyer, who had become the
vice president of the National Assembly after the
genocide, was a robust man, with a taste for double-
breasted suit jackets and lively ties, and he moved, as
he spoke, with a brisk determination. But before taking
his neighbor's advice, and fleeing Kigali in late April
of 1994, he said, "I had accepted death. At a certain
moment this happens. One hopes not to die cruelly,
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but one expects to die anyway. Not death by machete,
one hopes, but with a bullet. If you were willing to
pay for it, you could often ask for a bullet. Death was
more or less normal, a resignation. You lose the will to
fight. There were four thousand Tutsis killed here at
Kacyiru" -- a neighborhood of Kigali. "The soldiers
brought them here, and told them to sit down because
they were going to throw grenades. And they sat.

"Rwandan culture is a culture of fear," Nkongoli went
on. "I remember what people said." He adopted a
pipey voice, and his face took on a look of disgust:
"'Just let us pray, then kill us,' or 'I don't want to die in
the street, I want to die at home.'" He resumed his
normal voice. "When you're that resigned and
oppressed you're already dead. It shows the genocide
was prepared for too long. I detest this fear. These
victirns of genocide had been psychologically prepared
to expect death just for being Tutsi. They were being
killed for so long that they were already dead."

I reminded Nkongoli that, for all his hatred of fear, he
had himself accepted death before his neighbor urged
him to run away. "Yes," he said. "I got tired in the
genocide. You struggle so long, then you get tired."

Every Rwandan I spoke with seemed to have a
favorite, unanswerable question. For Nkongoli, it was
how so many Tutsis had allowed themselves to be
killed. For François Xavier Nkurunziza, a Kigali
lawyer, whose father was Hutu and whose mother and
wife were Tutsi, the question was how so many Hutus
had allowed themselves to kill. Nkurunziza had
escaped death only by chance as he moved around the
country from one hiding place to another, and he had
lost many family members. "Conformity is very deep,
very developed here," he told me. "In Rwandan
history, everyone obeys authority. People revere
power, and there isn't enough education. You take a
poor, ignorant population, and give them arms, and
say, 'It's yours. Kill.' They'll obey. The peasants, who
were paid or forced to kill, were looking up to people
of higher socio-economic standing to see how to
behave. So the people of influence, or the big
financiers, are often the big men in the genocide. They
may think that they didn't kill because they didn't take
life with their own hands, but the people were looking
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to them for their orders. And, in Rwanda, an order can
be given very quietly."

As I traveled around the country, collecting accounts
of the killing, it almost seemed as if, with the machete,
the masu -- a club studded with nails -- a few well-
placed grenades, and a few bursts of automatic-rifle
fire, the quiet orders of Hutu Power had made the
neutron bomb obsolete.

"Everyone was called to hunt the enemy," said
Theodore Nyilinkwaya, a survivor of the massacres in
his home village of Kimbogo, in the southwestern
province of Cyangugu. "But let's say someone is
reluctant. Say that guy comes with a stick. They tell
him, 'No, get a masu.' So, OK, he does, and he runs
along with the rest, but he doesn't kill. They say, 'Hey,
he might denounce us later. He must kill. Everyone
must help to kill at least one person.' So this person
who is not a killer is made to do it. And the next day
it's become a game for him. You don't need to keep
pushing him."

At Nyarubuye, even the little terracotta votive statues
in the sacristy had been methodically decapitated.
"They were associated with Tutsis," Sergeant Francis
explained. 
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